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INDIAN INSTITUTE Of MANAGEMENT 
BANGALORE

the indian institute of Management Bangalore (iiMB) was 
established in 1973 by the Government of india to build 
and enhance india’s managerial talent and resources. the 
institute is located on 100 verdant acres in the southern 
outskirts of Bangalore. Set in all-stone granite buildings 
with undulating gardens, the campus promotes open 
discussions among various members of its community. 

With a faculty body chosen from among the best 
universities worldwide, iiMB is fast emerging as a leader 
in the area of management research, education and 
consulting. the institute’s proximity to some of the 
country’s leading institutions and corporate houses gives 
the added advantage of integrating classroom knowledge 
with professional experience. With world-class expertise 
built over decades, the faculty can capably engage with 
executives in a face-to face as well as in distributed 
settings that are built to facilitate an interactive, case-
driven pedagogy.

BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION 

the well-being of any population requires the concerted 
participation of government and private agencies that 
comprise the healthcare value chain. in the indian context, 
these agencies can be categorised as providers, payers, 
intermediaries and producers. over seven decades of 
independence, india’s healthcare system has gradually 
taken shape, with varying levels of emphasis across the 
categories.

Having crossed the uSD 100 billion mark in 2015, india’s 
healthcare revenues are set to triple by 2020. With 
steady economic growth comes high expectations: the 
indian citizen has begun to live longer and rely more on 
healthcare services. However, several imbalances mar this 
picture. as a percentage of the GDP, the government’s 

contribution to healthcare is woefully low, and is dwarfed 
by countries with a similar demographic profile such as 
china. less than a tenth of our population is insured, 
while their catastrophic expenses comprise a sizeable 
proportion of the spend. 

Beginning with the 1990s, the private sector has made 
sustained investments across all aspects of healthcare. life 
saving drugs and treatments are domestically accessible. 
Quality healthcare at the secondary and tertiary levels is 
available in urban areas, albeit at a high cost. Because 
a majority of indians live in villages, the pendulum must 
also swing in that direction to ensure overall progress. 
a carefully conceived entrepreneurial approach that 
addresses the deficits across the value chain is the need 
of the hour.

The health sector is significantly different from other 
sectors: service level expectations are high, and mistakes 
in planning and execution are costly, if not fatal. it is 
customary for healthcare enterprises to identify “star” 
employees who are competent in their lines of work, and 

to promote them to upper management. in a hospital 
context, senior doctors and nurses are charged with 
responsibilities that were not part of their professional 
training. there is thus a critical requirement to boost the 
management capabilities of those who take on leadership 
roles. 

THE GMHE PROGRAMME

the General Management Programme for Healthcare 
Executives (GMHE) is a part-time certificate programme 
that has been specifically designed for high performing 
individuals in the healthcare domain, who are transitioning 
to a management role. the programme has been designed 
and developed by iiMB in close partnership with apollo 
MedSkills, the skills arm of apollo Hospitals. 

the academic content will be mostly delivered by iiMB faculty, along with administrators and 
clinicians from some of the pre-eminent hospitals and healthcare service providers. there will 
be frequent interactions with practitioners from other allied disciplines in the value chain, such 
as insurers and pharmaceutical firms, which today play an important role in determining the 
success of healthcare delivery models. 

a focus on entrepreneurship distinguishes the GMHe programme from competing offerings 
in healthcare management. long considered a start-up hub, the nSRcel centre at iiM 
Bangalore houses a set of dedicated faculty with proven expertise in the field; several 
successful ventures have been incubated under their guidance. the programme also sources 
inputs from renowned device innovators and service providers.

Participants in the GMHe will have ample opportunities to develop core business skills and 
competencies that are pertinent to their chosen domain. they will actively involve themselves 
in case discussions and interactive exercises within the classroom. in order to develop a 
sound understanding of the ground realities, they will make field visits to prominent healthcare 
providers, in urban and rural settings.

the programme’s activities will enable participants to network with peers and professionals 
from diverse backgrounds. it is expected that institutions will see the merit of training their 
administrators via this focused channel, and shall suitably recognize them upon the completion 
of the programme. 

PARTICIPANT PROFILE

the target audience for the programme includes hospital administrators, aspirants for 
managerial roles, doctors and professionals from allied sectors in the healthcare value 
chain. Individuals planning to launch entrepreneurial ventures shall greatly benefit from 
attending this programme. People with an instrumentation technology or a biomedical 
background are also invited to apply.

PROGRAMME OBJECTIVES

By attending and completing the requirements of the GMHe programme, participants will be 
able to:

• Develop an overall vision of the field of healthcare
• familiarize themselves with contemporary healthcare realities
• inculcate management principles into professional practice
• understand the role and impact of different technologies on healthcare
• explore the healthcare domain as an opportunity for entrepreneurship
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the GMHe 
programme 
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offerings in
healthcare 
management.

after over a decade of experience as a specialist, and having worked in some 
of the best facilities including a long stint in uK, i was able to successfully 
start a company and run a 40-bed Mother and childcare hospital. over the 
years, my entrepreneurial stint was recognized and i was fortunate to be 
funded by reputed investment firms. The GMHE in a structured, methodical 
way, has exposed me to the depths of all aspects of managing a healthcare 
organisation at the scale i have been seeking. at the end of the programme, 
i feel well prepared to go about achieving my expansion goals.

Dr. Adarsh Somashekar, ceo ovum Hospitals
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PROGRAMME FRAMEWORK AND CONTENTS

the programme design is guided by the structure and nature of interactions of players within the healthcare value chain. 
the content shall cover a wide range of stakeholder issues, grouped along the following areas:

Functional Knowledge 

Strategic frameworks
operations management
Quality and accreditation 
financial accounting
economics and policy
commercial knowledge
Services marketing
information systems 
Human relations
leading teams and organisations

Business Environment

existing healthcare models 
Hospital planning and organisation
Healthcare facility and hospital design
Pharmaceutical sector and iP rights
insurance sector and tPa
electronic medical records
Disease mapping
Rural and public health scenario
Regulatory issues and ethics

Focus on Entrepreneurship

Building business models
financing ventures
Healthcare informatics and e-health
Homecare services
Wellness
innovations in public health
telemedicine
Medical devices

Individual Competencies

Data visualisation
Predictive analytics
communication skills
Negotiation and Conflict Management

Programme SCHEDULE (tentative dates)

Mode Days Dates

Module 1 on campus Mon - Sat July 2-7, 2018

  fri - Sat July  27-28

  fri - Sat august 17-18

Module 2 on campus Mon - Sat Sep 17-22

  fri - Sat oct 5-6

  fri - Sat october 26-27

Module 3 on-campus Mon - Sat november 12-17

  fri - Sat nov 30 - Dec 1

  fri - Sat December 21-22

Module 4 on-campus fri - Sat Jan 18-19, 2019

  fri - Sat feb 8-9

  Mon - Sat March 4-9

Session timings are typically 0900-1715 hours on the programme days. However on some days, they may be extended 
to facilitate round-tables with industry leaders and field contact

i joined this programme, hoping to understand the challenges and opportunities in the healthcare industry, 
while building up on management skills to tackle them. along the way, i collaborated on a business idea 
with two of my batchmates, which we showcased at various entrepreneurship events. We made it to 
the national finals in the prestigious Hult Challenge. I am glad to announce that it will soon be out as a 
business venture namely Health Jaankari - a platform to help ease the burden on a patient and family 
towards seeking healthcare services. i led the batch participants in hosting aYuSMat - a healthcare 
leadership summit. it shall be our legacy for upcoming batches to follow and improve upon.

Tejaswi Shrivastava, accenture technology

for an entrepreneur like myself, pressure is often high and the focus is on achieving more than on learning. 
The GMHE at IIMB filled this gap and provided an educational environment focused squarely on healthcare 
business learning and helped me derive meaningful insights from my experiences.

the programme broadened my business outlook by alerting me to local and global opportunities, 
challenges and trends, latest developments, best practices and research work within the healthcare 
industry. the supportive, talented and diverse set of participants of GMHe helped me examine classroom 
learnings from new and different angles.

i would highly recommend the GMHe platform initiated by iiMB to fellow healthcare leaders across the 
country. the experience of this programme may not change your goals but it will surely change the means by which you 
achieve them. 

Dr. Jyoti Jha, Medical Director, femiint Health



PROGRAMME DELIVERY

the programme will be conducted on the iiMB campus premises. Subject to 
availability, students can arrange to stay on campus for the programme days, 
dates mentioned in the schedule by paying a fee.

PROGRAMME FEE

Programme fees are Rs. 5,53,000/- + GSt per participant, which is payable in 
three installments as per schedule indicated.

the payment schedule is as follows:

Rs. 2,53,000/- + GSt i installment on admission

Rs. 1,50,000/- + GSt ii installment, october 3, 2018

Rs. 1,50,000/- + GSt iii installment, January 8, 2019

PROGRAMME DIRECTORS

SHANKAR VENKATAGIRI
associate Professor
Decision Sciences & information 
Systems

Shankar Venkatagiri is a faculty 
member associated with the 
Decision Sciences & information 
Systems area. He began his 
professional career with Sapient 
corporation, where he consulted 
with energy and healthcare clients. 
He then developed internet 
applications at curl, an Mit start-
up. next, he moved to Reuters 
consulting, Boston, where he 
worked with financial institutions in 
the role of a solutions architect.

Shankar interests lie in big data 
analytics, cloud computing, 
software engineering and 
technology-mediated learning. 
His course series on Statistics 
for Business forms IIMB’s first 
entry on edx, a global Mooc 
platform, which saw over 30,000 
registrations. He anchored a 
television programme (topper) 
that covered secondary level 
mathematics. currently, Shankar 
is involved in the set-up of a cloud 
at iiM Bangalore to enable big data 
computing.

Shankar trains and consults 
with companies on negotiation 
skills, agile methodologies and 
analytics. He holds a doctorate 
in mathematics and a masters 
degree in computer science 
from Georgia tech. He is also 
an alumnus of the university 
of Southern california and iit 
Kharagpur.

Dr. PULIJALA SRINIVASA RAO 
MBBS, MRcGP, MacP, MBa 
Member of Royal college of General 
Practitioners
Member of american college of 
Physicians
Chief Executive Officer,
apollo Medskills limited

Dr Srinivasa Rao is the chief Executive 
officer at Apollo MedSkills limited. He 
comes with over 15 of experience in 
the Healthcare industry. Before joining 
apollo MedSkills Dr Srinivas had 
worked for leading names in 
Healthcare like apollo Hospitals, 
Siemens Healthcare, Ge Healthcare 
and apollo Health Street and has 
executed multiple complex global 
projects for them.

Dr Srinivas ensures content 
development and optimization, 
customer experience enhancement, 
improvement of existing systems 
and delineates apollo Knowledge’s 
business direction with the future 
of Healthcare skilling and e-learning 
industry. 

Dr Srinivas is a Post graduate 
in Medicine and had continuing 
education in emergency medicine and 
Diabetes. He also has been trained in 
Management from indian School of 
Business, Hyderabad. He has 
coauthored books on Hospital 
management and Health informatics at 
Medvarsity.

IMPORTANT DATES

Registration closure May 14, 2018 by 5.00 pm

announcement of 1st shortlist

Payment due

May 21, 2018 by 6.00 pm

June 5, 2018 by 5.00 pm

Release of waitlist

Payment due

June 5, 2018

June 19, 2018 by 5.00 pm

Programme commencement July 2, 2018

AWARD OF 
CERTIFICATE

A part time certificate 
of completion will be 
awarded by iiMB to 
the participants within 
90 days from the last 
day of the programme
upon meeting the programme 
requirements and its successful 
completion. 

ALUMNI

on successful completion of the 
programme, the participants are 
eligible to be admitted to iiM Bangalore 
alumni association.

the classes were meticulously planned, every single detail taken care by the team of professors who 
encouraged discussion on various thoughts that arose in our minds. the principles of management and 
their rational understanding were eloquently dealt with by apt examples from hospitals and other industry 
sectors from India as well as abroad. Innovations and ethical profit making for sustainability were stressed. 
i strongly feel that this programme must be made compulsory for every health care provider or manager 
in this country to achieve the ambitious goal of “equitable health for all’.

Dr. Natarajan Rajagopalan, MD, neuro foundation

M JAYADEV
Professor
finance & control
PhD, osmania university, caiiB- associate 
Member of indian institute of Bankers

Dr M Jayadev’ s areas of interest are banking, 
financial markets and risk management. He is a 
Post graduate in commerce and obtained PhD 
from osmania university. He is also an associate 
member of indian institute of Bankers (caiiB) 
and recipient of icSSR & uGc fellowships.

Prior to joining iiMB, he was associate Professor 
of Finance at IIM, Lucknow for more than five 
years and faculty of investment Banking at the 
academic staff college of a large public sector 
bank. His professional services are extended in 
the area of Basel accords, Banking and Risk 
Management for several banks, consulting and 
software companies.

He has published papers in professional and 
research journals in the areas of banking and 
risk management and presented papers in 
national and international seminars. His paper 
(co-authored) was adjudged as an outstanding 
research paper at uti-icM annual conference 
on capital Markets of 2003. He was visiting 
faculty to university of Rome, eScP-eaP, 
european School of Management, Paris, School 
of Management, ait Bangkok. He was also a 
member of consulting team and has undertaken 
projects in the areas of finance and banking 
for consulate General of Japan, Reserve 
Bank of india, SiDBi and other public and 
private sector undertakings. He has completed 
research studies on “Basel-ii and credit Risk” 
and “Mergers and acquisitions in Banks”. He is 
member board of directors of BGSe financial 
limited and research committee member of 
Karnataka Knowledge commission.



inDian inStitute of ManaGeMent BanGaloRe
Bannerghatta Road, Bengaluru 560 076

Registration

the organizations interested in nominating their 
employees and individuals interested in the programme 
may apply online. 

for any queries, write to:
Richa S
executive education Programmes
indian institute of Management Bangalore
Bannerghatta Road, Bengaluru 560 076
Phone: +91 - 80 - 26993817, 26993660
fax: +91 - 80 - 2658 4004  

email: richa.eep@iimb.ac.in 

Web: www.iimb.ac.in/eep 

Participants interested in the programme may contact 
IIMB at the above-mentioned address for clarifications, if 
any. once registration is accepted, cancellation /refund 
queries and requests will not be entertained.

The Indian Institute of Management Bangalore (IIMB) has been ranked for the eighth successive year as the no. 1 

Business School in central asia by eduniversal, a french consultancy Group. iiMB has been ranked no. 2 in the india 

Rankings 2017 in the Management education category under the national institutional Ranking framework (niRf) by the 

MHRD. iiMB has also obtained the european Quality improvement System (eQuiS) accreditation awarded by the european 

foundation for Management Development (efMD). established in 1973, indian institute of Management Bangalore today 

offers a range of post-graduate and doctoral level courses as well as executive education Programmes. With a faculty 

body from amongst the best universities worldwide, indian institute of Management Bangalore is fast emerging as a leader 

in the area of management research, education and consulting.

iiMB’s distinctive feature is its strong focus on leadership and entrepreneurial skills that are necessary to succeed in 

today’s dynamic business environment.

iiMB has been ranked among the top-70 global schools by the financial times executive education Rankings 2017. 

Indian Institute of Management Bangalore is the only B-school from India to figure in this elite list.

Apollo Hospitals Group & Apollo MedSkills Limited: at apollo Hospitals, we believe that the focus on knowledge and 

learning is of paramount importance to india, and the world. the apollo Group has always approached healthcare 

with a keen and unwavering focus on the future. it has been steadfast in its mission to future-proof good health in the 

entire region, and strive hard to bring about ground - level change to facilitate that. apollo Knowledge consolidates all our 

educational institutions and link them with some of the finest minds in the clinical care, within the Apollo ecosystem. 

Presently, this vertical has medical colleges, nursing institutions, physiotherapy institutions, e-learning (Medvarsity), Skill 

Development centers and Simulation labs (apollo MedSkills) present across india. 

apollo MedSkills Limited is a joint venture between national Skill Development corporation (nSDc) and apollo 

Hospital Group focused on skilling Paramedics and nurses. We have presently 40+ Healthcare skilling 

Programmes aligned to the curricula of Healthcare Sector Skill council (HSSc). We are offering these programs through 
50 Centres spread across 25 States of India. apollo MedSkills has state of the art centers of excellence in Healthcare 

skilling in multiple cities with interactive classrooms, qualified and experienced clinical trainees, and access to hands-

on practical training at one of the Apollo Hospitals and affiliate hospitals across India. We also have Simulation and Skill-

labs built in our centers for Medical, nursing and Paramedical trainings.

apollo MedSkills operates in a hub-spoke model where in the hubs are world-class skill development centers located at 

metros. each of these hubs are connected to spokes located at surrounding district headquarters. 




